It is surprising that the Stern Review overlooked Pielke’s work on hurricane damages, as it was presented at the same meeting as Muir-Wood’s work, and Pielke alerted Stern to this (Pielke, personal communication, 2006). Pielke’s work on hurricanes is referred to in Chapter 1 of the Stern Review. The current author was on the advisory board of the project that led to the Myers and Kent report. The board was very critical of its findings.
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The report establishes realistic guidelines for action. The Stern Review will play an important role in helping the world to agree on a sensible post-Kyoto policy. Jeffrey D. Sachs - Director of the Earth Institute at Columbia University and Special Advisor to UN Secretary General. The Economics of Climate Change sends a very important and timely message: that the benefits of strong, early action on climate change outweigh the costs. The Stern Review will be recognized as a turning point. Sir Nicholas and his team have provided important intellectual leadership as humanity engages with its greatest challenge. The Stern Review is a full-fledged eco-nomic analysis of climate change that was officially commissioned by the British government and, for reasons both economic and political, is an unusual and unusually important document. Sir Nicholas Stern is a professional economist of high standing and a distinguished public servant. Comprehensive in its scope and ambitious in its aims, with an attractive multicolored visual design that makes topics like cost-benefit analysis of dynamic externalities look almost glamorous. Anyone wanting to get a good feel for the basic issues of global climate change could profitably browse through this report, which covers well its multiple facets in a reader-friendly format. This Programme budget 2006–2007 performance assessment report is a tangible expression of the Secretariat’s commitment to management by results, improved transparency, and accountability. The report provides an analysis of results achieved by the Secretariat, as measured against the expected results for the biennium 2006–2007. It pinpoints areas where results fell short of the agreed targets and thus shapes the managerial response. Of the 201 expected results, 55 per cent have been fully achieved. The report also provides information on financial implementation. This gives us a unique opportunity to travel insurance and its regulation Fourth Report of Session 2006–07 Volume I Report, together with formal minutes Ordered by The House of Commons to. More information. Compensation culture: NHS Redress Bill. House of Commons Treasury Committee June 2010 Budget: Government Response to the First Report from the Committee First Special Report of Session 2010 11 Ordered by the House of Commons to be printed 11. More information. Tobacco smuggling: Government Response to the Committee’s First Report of Session 2014 15. House of Commons Treasury Committee Mortgage arrears and access to mortgage finance Fifteenth Report of Session 2008 09 Report, together with formal minutes, oral and written evidence Ordered by the House. More information.